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FOREWORD

Every minute of a preschool child’s life is of enormous value. What 
children encounter and learn during those minutes shapes the devel-
oping brain with lifelong consequences. Today’s preschool children 
spend many of those minutes with screen media, especially television 
and other forms of video. Are these minutes well- spent? Decades of 
research have found that the answer is both yes and no.

As an example of the two sides of this answer, my colleagues and 
I studied more than 500 children’s TV viewing during their preschool 
years (half the children were in Massachusetts and half in Kansas). 
We studied those same children more than twelve years later when 
they were near graduation from high school. Among other things, 
we obtained their high school transcripts. Those teens who watched 
mostly educational programming during the preschool years (at that 
time, mostly Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood and Sesame Street) got bet-
ter grades in high school English, math, and science, read more books 
outside of those assigned in school, and were less likely to endorse ag-
gressive and violent solutions to social problems. A preschool TV diet 
rich in educational programs predicted good outcomes in high school. 
In contrast, those teens who had preschool television diets rich in vi-
olent action programs got poorer grades, and were more likely to en-
dorse aggressive and violent behaviors.1 Watching moderate amounts 
of television, by itself, was neither good nor bad. What mattered was 
what the children watched. In contrast to Marshall McLuhan’s famous 
dictum, “the medium is message,” we concluded that the “message is 



the message.” A nutritious TV diet fosters healthy development; a junk 
TV diet does the opposite.

The foremost chef for nutritious preschool television is Angela 
Santomero. Her creations include Blue’s Clues, Super Why!, and Daniel 
Tiger’s Neighborhood, among others. In this book she reveals the secret 
sauce that induces kids to watch and learn and come back for more. 
Why was Blue’s Clues the first preschool program to consistently invite 
audience participation? How does that help kids learn? What is the 
thinking behind creating the Clues and the Notebook, and why is Blue 
a girl? What are the behind- the- scenes decisions concerning pacing, 
repetition, and kids’ emotional responses to the programs? How do 
Angela and her crew know that kids will like and learn from a pro-
gram before it is aired? Here are the answers to these and many more 
questions.

I met Angela in the early 1990s when she was a young research co-
ordinator at Nickelodeon. The company had successful programs for 
older kids, but was then trying to develop a new lineup of preschool 
programs. Because I was one of only a few developmental scientists 
who studied how children watch and understand television, I was in-
vited to provide advice on the creation of these new programs. I agreed 
when the company said that the programs would be designed to be 
beneficial and educational for preschoolers. I was also pleased that the 
programs would not be interrupted by commercials. As we worked on 
programs such as Gullah Gullah Island, Angela would call me to take 
notes on my comments concerning program concepts and scripts. 
These calls always turned out to be much longer as Angela talked with 
me about research and her own ideas for children’s programs. Over 
time, Angela began to develop more specific ideas for a program and 
pitched Nickelodeon on these ideas. To my delight, she systematically 
incorporated child development theory as well as my own and others’ 
research findings concerning kids’ TV viewing and comprehension. 
Underlying it all, she was inspired by her own memories of her pre-
school years watching Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood and Sesame Street.



Eventually Angela was given the green light to develop a pilot for 
a new program tentatively called Blue Prints. Angela began to create 
what became a new age of preschool programming.2 The show was 
different in many ways from good programs developed in previous de-
cades. This was most obvious in the way it combined a live- action host 
character (initially Steve Burns) who lives in an animated world popu-
lated by an animated cast of characters. Nevertheless, every innovator 
takes advantage of earlier giants. Inspired by Mister Rogers’ Neighbor-
hood, Angela incorporated audience participation as an essential ele-
ment of the program. Inspired by Sesame Street, Angela knew that the 
program, to be effective, must be based on foundational research (the 
accumulated knowledge and theory of child development research) 
and formative research specific to the program.

Finally, the big day came. The pilot episode of Blue Prints was fin-
ished, and it would be competitively tested against pilot episodes of 
several other programs. The pilots were shown to preschoolers and 
their attention and reactions were recorded. The results were clear; 
the children loved Blue Prints: They laughed, helped find Blue’s Clues, 
yelled out the answers to thinking problems, and generally had a very 
good time. Testing showed that they learned important lessons taught 
in the pilot. When asked what the name of the show was, all the kids 
answered without hesitation, “Blue’s Clues.” The children gave the pro-
gram its name.

Blue’s Clues was chosen for broadcast. But there was a problem, it 
would be impossible in the time frame to have enough episodes com-
pleted to air a different episode every day. Episodes would have to be 
repeated daily, which would be a radical departure from usual prac-
tice. I brought the pilot home to see how my three- year- old daughter 
would like it and whether she would want to watch it more than once. 
She ended up watching it seventeen times by herself and with friends 
over about two weeks. Eventually, we did a study on repeated viewing. 
Not only did the children love watching the same episode five days 
in a row, their learning of ideas in the episode became much greater.3

Blue’s Clues became a huge success and launched Angela 
San tomero’s career as one of the foremost creators and producers of 



educational media for young children. Over time, her understanding of 
the audience has deepened, and all of the programs have been shown 
to have a real and positive impact. This may be why she has been able 
to have so many hit shows being telecast nationwide at the same time.

Blue’s Clues changed the way young children watch television, for-
ever destroying the myth that television is a “passive” medium. We 
did a study showing that experienced Blue’s Clues viewers, compared 
to children who had not yet seen the show, were much more actively 
engaged in watching and participating than in other programs they 
had never previously seen.4 The children had learned a new way of 
watching TV and preschool TV viewing would never be the same 
again. Blue’s Clues and Angela have in fact inspired a new generation of 
television programs hoping to catch its interactive magic and engaged 
learning.

Every minute of a preschool child’s life is important. Angela designs 
every second of every minute of her programs to maximize positive 
impact. In this book, she gives us the ingredients for a most nutritious 
preschool media diet enriched with numerous parenting insights.

Daniel R. Anderson, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus of Psychological and Brain Sciences

University of Massachusetts Amherst



DIFFERENT TYPES OF PLAY
There are many different types of play, each with a different but positive 
effect on our preschooler’s brain development. Here’s a breakdown:

Type of Play What It Is What It Looks Like

Dramatic Play Acting out scenarios based 
on what preschoolers 
see in real life and in the 
media, their hopes and 
dreams, and/or what 
they’re worried about.

Playing house, restaurant, 
school, going to the store, 
superheroes or fairies, and 
more.

Physical Play This is the play we see in 
backyards and playgrounds 
everywhere; preschoolers 
getting valuable exercise 
and practicing key gross 
motor skills.

Running, jumping, climbing, 
playing physical games like 
tag and hide and seek.

Expressive Play Often referred to as “art” 
play, kids tell stories and 
share thoughts, which 
allows preschoolers 
opportunities to express 
their feelings.

Playing with finger paints, 
watercolors, clay, water, 
sand, musical instruments, 
and more.

Manipulative Play This play is about figuring 
out how things work and 
the beginning of scientific 
discovery, beginning in 
infancy when the child 
begins to understand what 
they do has an effect on 
their environment.

Throwing a toy on the floor 
just to have Mom pick it up 
and give it back to them . . .  
over and over again, playing 
with puzzles, using arts and 
crafts items.

Intellectual Play Interactive gaming that 
broadens and deepens a 
preschooler’s cognitive 
development.

Drawing and telling a story 
that leads to writing and 
acting out their stories, letter 
identification, tracing in 
shaving cream, playing with 
letter blocks, playing letter 
bingo, and writing words.



Cars Create a soap box derby car, make 
cars out of vegetables, pretend be 
a car.

Superheroes Make a cape to wear around the 
house, write your own comic book, 
film your story.

Movement Sign your child up for preschool- aged 
running groups, gymnastics, swim 
lessons, and more.

Nurturing activities Invest in some house- based props like 
dolls, stuffed animals, and blankets, 
get them involved in playfully helping 
around the house.

Storytelling Get some drama- based props 
including costumes; read a book to 
your child and encourage them to act 
it out.

Arts and Crafts Simple sewing, making masks, 
recycled sculptures . . .  the sky’s the 
limit.

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Turn Your Child’s Sparks into Play

Here are some ideas to get you started when thinking about how to 
take your child’s sparks and passions and turn them into engaging play:

If your child is SPARKED by . . . Activities

Space Create a baking soda rocket ship, 
interact with a constellation app, 
visit a science museum, engage in 
astronaut dramatic role- playing.

Building Draw a building and then attempt to 
build it with blocks.



The Situation What Not to Do Do

Your child is having 
trouble sharing a toy.

Reprimand; take the 
toy from her; make her 
share.

Pause, watch, and use 
empathetic language 
(“How do you think 
your brother is feeling 
right now?”); give them 
language for solving the 
problem (“You can have 
a turn and then I’ll get it 
back”).

Your child is angry and 
wants something right 
now.

Give in to his wants. Pause, wait for him to 
calm down, give him 
encouraging words, 
help him breathe, and 
ask him what he thinks 
he can do to solve the 
problem.

Your child gets upset 
when he makes a 
mistake while painting.

Tell him how to “fix” it. Pause, watch, and guide 
a conversation around 
the idea that there are 
no mistakes in art.

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
What Being the Greek Chorus Looks Like

The Situation What Not to Do Do

Your child falls down. Rush in. Assess the situation. 
If your child isn’t hurt, 
then Pause, encourage 
with your face, eyes, and 
words, and watch her get 
up and play again.



The scenario Old response 
(shuts down 

conversation)

New response 
(keeps 

conversation 
going)

Possible 
response from 

child after 
Pause

“Everyone is 
invited to the 
party but me.”

“That’s not 
true. Not 
everyone. You’re 
exaggerating—
again.”

“You sound 
disappointed” + 
Pause

“I am.”

“Why are 
you sooooo 
mean????”

“Really? I’m 
mean? You are 
being ungrateful.”

“I know this is 
important to you. 
But it’s my job to 
keep you safe” + 
Pause

Grumbles.

Pausing to Solve Problems
Taking the time to Pause when confronted with a conflict enables us 
to remember to use it as a learning moment. The results of being calm 
enough to be positive and non- judgmental will allow our preschoolers 
to grow and learn from each situation.

The scenario Old response 
(shuts down 

conversation)

New response 
(keeps 

conversation 
going)

Possible 
response from 

child after 
Pause

Your child is upset 
that she lost her 
library book.

“How many 
times are you 
going to lose 
your book? I tell 
you all the time, 
put your book 
on your desk so 
you always know 
where it is.”

“I can tell that 
you’re upset” + 
Pause

“I am! I’m looking 
and looking . . .  I’ll 
look by my bed.”

Your child doesn’t 
want to do his 
homework.

“If you don’t do 
your homework 
you’ll never get 
into college.”

“It seems like you 
might be stuck. 
What could 
help?” + Pause

“Maybe a snack 
and then I’ll do 
some more?”

“My sister is so 
mean . . .  she’s 
the worst!”

“Tell her to come 
over here! It 
makes me so mad 
when you both 
fight!”

“Hmmm” + 
Pause

“Sometimes I 
hate her, but I 
love her too.”

“I don’t want to 
go to bed! I’m not 
tired. I’m never 
going to bed!”

“That’s it! I’m 
picking you up 
and putting 
you in your bed 
myself.”

“You have so 
much to do 
tomorrow—I’m 
not sure how 
you’ll do it all if 
you don’t get 
a good night’s 
sleep” + Pause

“Well, maybe . . .” 
(Stays up longer, 
but in his bed, 
and eventually 
goes to sleep.)



Type of Play How to Do It Activity Idea

Build! Provide building materials 
(blocks, Legos, cups, props) so 
your preschooler can explore 
and experience at his own 
level.

Build a “set” from building 
materials for special friends 
such as dolls, stuffed animals, 
or Lego figures to have 
adventures in.

Dress Up! Offer pretend play material 
and the chance to try out 
different identities (dress- up 
clothes, simple props to play 
restaurant, school, architect, 
etc.) to help spark them.

Join in with the dress-up and 
suggest a silly or dramatic 
scene for you and your child 
to act out. Could be a scene 
from a book, a favorite movie 
or one that you make up! Put 
on a performance for the rest 
of the family!

Create! Set out art materials (clay, 
paint, glue, paper, crayons), 
and/or nature materials 
(rocks, leaves, pinecones, craft 
items) to spur interesting 
inventions, collaborations, and 
new ideas.

Encourage kids to explore, 
and collect interesting 
objects in nature or set out 
objects that are different 
and interesting (old socks 
and buttons) and encourage 
preschoolers to play with 
them together. What kind of 
story can they create with the 
socks and buttons? What kind 
of action figure can they make 
from clay?

Go on 
Journeys!

Take your preschooler on a 
ton of various outings, from 
the usual grocery store runs 
and the fascinating hands- on 
children’s museum to a road 
trip or an outing to a nearby 
aquarium.

Designate a low- key, close 
to home weekly “field trip” 
for you and your child to 
have an adventure together, 
explore something new, or just 
experience a regular routine 
in a new way (i.e., instead of 
the grocery store, head to the 
local farmers’ market).

Read! Have different and interesting 
books with rich photographs 
accessible for your child to flip 
through and be read to from.

The next time you go the 
library to stock up on books, 
select at least one book that’s 
just about exposing your child 
to new, interesting concepts 
(nature, the ocean, art, birds, 
space exploration, and so on).

Types of Play



Unhealthy Responses 
to Conflict

Suggested Activities Healthy Responses  
to Conflict

An inability to 
compromise

Play board games to 
practice compromise 
through taking turns, 
following the rules, 
winning, losing, and 
debating.

The ability to seek 
compromise

The fear and avoidance 
of conflict

Try to ease fears and 
gently guide toward a 
resolution when a child 
makes a mistake or is 
afraid of “getting in 
trouble.”

A positive view of 
conflict and a means to 
resolve

NURTURING HEALTHY CONFLICT RESPONSES  
IN OUR PRESCHOOLERS

As parents, we can look for these clues to see how our preschoolers are 
dealing with conflict. Notice if they are in the “unhealthy” column and 
use activities to move them into the “Healthy Responses to Conflict” 
column.

Unhealthy Responses 
to Conflict

Suggested Activities Healthy Responses  
to Conflict

Unable to identify their 
emotions

Play “Feelings Charade” 
and practice naming the 
feeling.

Can name emotions and 
understand them

Angry, hurtful, and 
resentful reactions

Take a Pause and help 
redirect the reaction 
to reflect what is truly 
going on.

Calm, nondefensive, 
respectful reactions

Withdrawal of love, 
shaming, isolation, and 
fear of abandonment

Give a hug; redirect 
shame away from the 
preschooler; affirm 
their feelings and give 
them some one- on- one 
time. 

A readiness to forgive; 
many chances to do 
right



When you . . . I feel . . . Because . . . I would like  
you to . . .

When you won’t 
eat dinner

I feel worried because I want 
you to grow.

I would like you 
to try to eat your 
food.

When you don’t 
get dressed in the 
morning

I feel nervous because I don’t 
want us to be late 
for school.

I need you to get 
dressed.

When you run 
so fast down the 
street

 I feel anxious because I’m 
worried you will 
get hurt.

I would like you 
to walk and hold 
my hand.

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Using the “I Message”

Using the I Message can take some practice. Use this chart to fill out 
typical scenarios where you can incorporate the message in a calm, 
clear manner. Once you’ve mastered it yourself, teach it to your pre-
schooler and encourage him to start using it to resolve his conflicts, 
too. I’ve filled in a few examples for you:

When you . . . I feel . . . Because . . . I would like  
you to . . .

When you don’t 
use your words

I feel confused because I don’t 
know what you 
need.

I would like you 
to use your 
words.

When you throw 
your food on the 
floor

I feel frustrated because the food 
makes a mess and 
stains the floor.

I would like you 
to keep your food 
on your plate or 
in your mouth.

When you kick me I feel upset and 
threatened

because it hurts. I would you 
like you to stop 
kicking me.

When you scream I feel annoyed because it startles 
me and is hard to 
understand.

I would like you 
to stop screaming 
and speak calmly.



HANDLING TOUGH CONVERSATIONS  
IN A PRESCHOOL- APPROPRIATE WAY

Real life happens, and no matter how much we try to protect our pre-
schoolers from being exposed to things that may be very upsetting or 
they may not be developmentally ready for, it’s important that we ad-
dress their questions in age- appropriate ways. Here are a few examples:

The situation Their question Our potential response
We stumble upon the 
aftermath of a car 
accident where someone 
is injured.

“What happened? Could 
that happen to us?”

“There are so many 
cars on the road and 
every driver is different. 
Sometimes someone 
makes a mistake and 
an accident happens. 
Accidents can happen to 
anybody, but I drive very 
carefully so I can keep 
us safe. After all—I have 
very important cargo in 
this car!”

They find out about a 
violent, scary event.

“Why would somebody 
do that? Are we safe?”

“There are some people 
whose brains aren’t 
healthy, and so they 
make very bad choices. 
We are absolutely safe 
and you are surrounded 
by people in your life 
who work hard every day 
to keep you safe.”

Learning about a 
natural disaster that has 
impacted many people.

“Could that happen 
here?”

“That happened very far 
away from here—that 
type of thing [tsunami, 
etc.] doesn’t happen 
where we live.” OR 
“There’s no way to know 
if a natural disaster like 
that will ever happen 
here, but we have a plan 
for how to keep our 
family safe if it does.”



The situation Their question Our potential response
Seeing someone living 
on the street in obvious 
poverty and in dire 
straits.

“What happened to 
them? Why don’t they 
have a home?”

“Sometimes people make 
bad choices or get stuck 
in difficult situations and 
lose their money and 
sadly they don’t have 
a home to live in any 
longer. Luckily, there 
are many places in our 
city that provide food 
and clothing and even 
shelter for people living 
on the street. If you like, 
we could find a way to 
support one of those 
places.”



Positive Negative

Being cordial and friendly to someone 
who is doing something for you 
(waitress, barista, sales clerk)

Being curt, rude, too busy (models 
unkind behaviors)

Speaking to our spouses in a 
respectful way

Fighting in front of the kids (showing 
that aggression is acceptable)

Speaking to our parents (their 
grandparents) with respect

Not being involved with our parents, 
not respecting time with them, not 
upholding traditions (models not 
respecting family, which may in turn, be 
how our children treat us)

Being interested and invested in our 
friends

Being nice to someone and saying 
something disparaging about them 
when they leave (models inauthentic, 
non- genuine “petty” behavior, two- 
faced, phony)

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Find Ways to Model Kindness Every Day

Positive Negative

Holding the door open for other 
people

Rushing through the door (models an 
inconsiderate action)

Smiling to strangers Looking down at our phone (shows 
that we aren’t caring or involved)

Stopping to help a stranger in need Rolling eyes, being too busy, ignoring 
the stranger (shows that we are not 
empathetic)



Strategy Examples Your Plan

Shopping 
Help

Give your child a mini- 
grocery list of three items 
you need while shopping and 
ask him to point the items 
out to you when you’re at the 
store.

To take it a step further: 
encourage him to choose an 
item that can be donated to a 
shelter or food drive. 

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Use Kindness Strategies with Your Preschooler

Try out some of these strategies for helping your preschooler practice 
kindness every day. Where can you easily build a little kindness into 
your everyday world?

Strategy Examples Your Plan

Pay It 
Forward

Do something nice and 
kind for your preschooler 
and encourage her to pay it 
forward by doing something 
nice for someone else.

Chores Ask your preschooler to 
help you with simple chores 
around the house.



Strategy Examples Your Plan

Strategy Examples Your Plan

Mealtime Ask your child to help you 
set the table. She can start 
by setting out the napkins 
or something equally 
unbreakable. After a meal, 
ask your child to help clear 
the table.

Give your child the job of 
being responsible for filling 
up the water pitcher at 
dinner.

Kindness Jar Catch your preschooler doing 
something good (as often as 
possible) and add their act to 
a kindness jar (Mason jar) so 
they can see their kindness 
bounty adding up. Add to 
the bounty by recounting 
examples preschoolers see 
at home and at school with 
siblings and teachers—and add 
those to the jar, too! Examples 
they see on the media are fair 
game, too! (What Daniel Tiger 
does counts!) 



PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Play Helping Games to Promote Cognitive Skills

Where? What?
In the car • Ask them to point out everything they see that 

is the color blue.
• Ask them to count the red cars (and then ask for 

a more challenging color: turquoise or aquama-
rine).

At the supermarket • Ask them to count all the rectangles they see.
• Ask to point out all the green fruits.
• Ask them to find as many vegetables as they can 

that start with the letter P (and other letters).
On a walk • Pick up different leaves and ask them to label 

them when you get home.
• Find all things that are green.
• Bring an art pad and draw what you see.
• Point out different animals.

At a restaurant • Ask your child to close her eyes, take one con-
diment away from the table, and see if she can 
remember which one is missing.

• Bring five different shapes and see how many ob-
jects can they make with the same shapes.



MODELING IN THE MEDIA

Understanding what types of modeling our preschoolers are learning 
in some of their favorite shows is important as we decide what be-
haviors we are comfortable with. Here is an example of the type of 
chart we would make for our characters when we create a show. We 
think about the type of humor we will model, how they will talk to the 
home viewer, what their favorite foods are, how they would role play 
our show, etc. Add your own shows and ask yourself these very same 
questions.

Character Show Conflict 
resolution

Humor 
approach

How they 
talk to 

kids
Play

Steve Blue’s Clues Finds clues Hide and 
seek

Respectful Games

Daniel Tiger Daniel Tiger’s 
Neighborhood

Sings 
strategies

Imagination Best friend Dramatic 
play

Super Why Super Why! Reading 
power

Finding 
book 
characters

Smart Superhero

WordGirl WordGirl Vocabulary Wordplay / 
slapstick

Confident Superhero

Curious 
George

Curious 
George

Investigating Slapstick Silly Monkey 
play

Arty Creative 
Galaxy

Art Epiphany As an artist Crafts

Bianca Wishenpoof Executive 
functioning

Wish magic Problem 
solver

Fairy play

Odd Squad Odd Squad Math Slapstick Friend Detective



PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Use Modeling as a Tool to Encourage Positive Behavior

Modeling is one of the most powerful clues in our handy dandy parent 
notebook. But in order to use this tool effectively, we need to take 
into consideration how we model behaviors, with what content—morals 
and values we agree with, or violent/aggressive content—and in what 
context our preschoolers are learning from modeling, both at home and 
through the media.

Positive Behavior Ideas for Positive Modeling for Parents

Kindness • Pick something up off the floor when you 
see it there.

• Say please and thank you.
• Look strangers in the eye.
• Talk positively about people.
• Deliver groceries to a sick friend or 

neighbor.

Healthy Eating • Eat what you want your kids to eat.
• Drink water instead of soda.
• Model a healthy plate.
• Don’t eat in front of the TV.

Conflict Resolution • When upset, taking a deep breath.
• Take a walk to calm down.
• Talk about what happened.
• Apologize and take responsibility for your 

emotions.
• Model debating without judgment, shame, 

or blame.

Talking About Feelings • Talk about how you’re feeling in a preschool 
appropriate way

• Label your feelings, using a variety of rich 
words to describe how you feel (exhausted, 
famished, overjoyed, etc.).

• If appropriate, express why you are feeling 
the way you are.



Positive Behavior Ideas for Positive Modeling for Parents

Talking and Listening • Interact and talk with your child about 
preschool- appropriate topics.

• Listen with your full attention (active 
listening) and encourage your child to share 
thoughts openly.

• Respond non- judgmentally to your 
preschooler’s thoughts and ideas.

Independence • Give them some ownership of things 
around the house (chores).

• Regularly show them you are capable, and 
independent (let them see you work, write 
thank- you notes, cook, read).

• Trust your preschooler (“I know you can do 
it” versus “Don’t drop your plate!”).

Failure • Acknowledge that you don’t know 
everything and show them it’s okay to ask 
for help or find out the answers you need 
to know.

• Let them see you fail and remind them that 
this is how you learn.

• Be transparent with your difficult emotions 
such as disappointment, frustration, and 
sadness.

• Get back up, and try again.



Wish Jar
1. Everyone in the family has their own jar for collecting wishes (we 

use Mason jars, but any sort of jar or even a small box will do).
2. Everyone writes or draws a “wish” for each member of the family 

and places it in their jar (including themselves). Some of our best 
wishes have been: always have Sunday dinners; go on a family 
beach vacation; learn Italian; write a song; learn how to sew.

3. Everyone reads the wishes in their jar aloud!

Thankful Tree
1. Buy a small pine tree (the kind you can find in a supermarket).
2. Have everyone write at least one thing they are “thankful for” on 

small pieces of paper (the more the better!).
3. Fold the notes and tape them to the branches.
4. At a special dinner, read them aloud!

Vision Board
1. Get one or more pieces of large poster board.
2. Gather some old magazines, copies of favorite photos, construc-

tion paper, markers, crayons, pencils, and glue or glue sticks.
3. Have everyone cut out or draw pictures that represent their “vi-

sion” and make individual vision board collages (or make a giant 
family collage). “Visions” are for a specific time frame: the upcom-
ing school year, for vacation time, who they want to be when they 
grow up, etc.

4 Have everyone share their boards.

SANTOMERO FAMILY ACTIVITIES



PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Look for the Passion Stages and Creatively Support Their Passion

• A- Ha!: Keep an eye out for the “a- ha” moment, which is that 
moment the interest is first “sparked” and the excitement and 
intrinsically- motivated play begins.

• Nurture: Affirm the interest and support and nurture through 
materials, new experiences, education, and time.

• Play: Support and affirm a preschooler’s continuing of their pas-
sion play on their own, because of their internal drive and motiva-
tion and enjoyment in doing it.

Here are some ideas for how to take a preschooler’s area of interest 
and support their passion around it through experiences and projects:

Your Preschooler’s 
Interest Experiences Projects

Nature Walks Make a nature journal; collect 
leaves and glue them in a 
construction paper homemade 
book or make leaf prints.

Math Sculpture gardens Count, do tallies, charts, and 
tabulations of what you see in 
a sculpture park.

Drawing Museums Create your own museum 
artwork using crayons, 
markers, paints, illustrations, 
etc.

Reading Library outings Make a book, read books, 
write about books.

Dress- up Children’s theater or 
dance performances

Make costumes, have a 
costume parade, write scripts 
for superhero play, firefighter 
play, doctor play, house play, 
mystery play, etc.



PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Look for the Learning on Everyday Activities

Activity Learning

Folding laundry → matching, sorting
Putting dishes in dishwasher → math, categorizing
Grocery shopping → math, literacy, planning, predicting
Computer work → writing, drawing, learning games
Cooking → math, literacy, measuring, science
Walking the dog → relationship between animals and people
Dusting → science, where does dust come from
Watering the garden → nature, plants, botany
Depositing a check → economics, budgets
Putting on sunscreen → solar energy, outer space, light and heat



PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Use the Funny Stuff to Deal with Challenges Big and Small

Think about a time when you used humor or could use humor to:

Desired Result Example Your Example

Break the tension “No one is talking; do you 
think everyone fell asleep 
at the dinner table?” Add 
some snores for good 
measure.

Reduce anger “I’m so angry I’m like  
the giant in Jack and  
the Beanstalk. Fee Fi  
Foe FUM!”

Reduce stress “I’m so stressed I think I 
need some silly dancing.” 
Turn on pop music and 
dance it out! 

Reframe a 
problem

Repeat the problem in 
an exaggerated way: “So, 
you’re sad that it’s raining. 
And you said that it’s going 
to rain forever. Does that 
mean forever forever? 
Like there will be so much 
water we will have to take a 
boat to school? And swim 
instead of walk around the 
block?”



Desired Result Example Your Example

Put a situation in 
perspective

Similar to reframing a 
problem, but you can be 
more specific. “Is this like 
the time when I dropped 
our entire turkey dinner 
on the floor and we had 
nothing to eat? I mean, it 
was ON THE FLOOR! 
ALL OVER! THE 
FLOOR!”

Bond with a 
greater connection

Silly sock puppet play! 
Make salt and pepper 
shakers talk during dinner. 
Talk with a funny voice and 
expect them to talk back 
to you in their own funny 
voice.



The Three Ps
Through his work developing the clues in the relatively new field of 
positive psychology, Dr. Seligman has identified what he calls the 
Three Ps of Learned Optimism—permanence, pervasiveness, and 
personalization—that we should look for and work to nurture in our 
kids. Here’s a breakdown of what these Three Ps look like in action, as 
well as how to look for these “clues” when our kids talk, using Gabriella 
and Peter’s story as an example:

The “P” What It Is Pessimistic View Optimistic View

Permanence An understanding 
of how long the 
problem will last.

Using restricting 
language: “I’ll 
never get to play!”

“It’s raining 
today, but it 
won’t rain every 
day. What was 
the weather like 
yesterday?”

Pervasiveness How far- reaching 
and dire the 
problem is.

Looking at the 
problem in broad, 
exaggerated 
strokes: “We 
can’t play!”

“We can’t play 
outside, but 
maybe we can 
still play.”

Personalization Who or what is 
responsible for 
the setback.

Believing they 
are personally 
responsible: “This 
always happens 
to me.”

“Remember 
when we went 
trick or treating 
together?”



What Not to Say What to Say

“You’re the best one on the team!”  “You helped a teammate to score—I 
noticed what a team player you are.” 
(Collaboration)

“You’re so smart!” “I really like how hard you’re working.” 
(Work ethic)

“I love that drawing!” “Tell me more about your picture. 
I love how wavy those lines are.” 
(Paying attention to detail makes 
them feel good)

“I love the tie you sewed for me!” Wearing the tie proudly speaks 
volumes without saying a word.  
(Pride in work)

“That painting is beautiful!” “I love your use of color and how you 
are combining and mixing colors to 
make something new!”

PARENTING PRODUCTION NOTES
Celebrate Your Preschooler in a Way That Reinforces  

His Self- Worth and a Growth Mindset
As you read through these examples, think about the words you can 
use in celebrating your child.

What Not to Say What to Say

“Woohoo! You got a book out of the 
library!”

“Tell me about what you read in the 
book! What did you like, not like, or 
love? Let’s make the banana swirl they 
talked about in the book!” (Type of 
celebration)

“That’s okay . . .  you don’t have to go 
to soccer.”

“You made a commitment and need 
to follow it through.” (Responsibility)

“You scored a basket!” “You really tried hard today! How 
does it feel?” (Getting at intrinsic 
motivation)
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